Faculty Elects Seniors For Honors Conferrred At Commencement

The faculty at the monthly meeting last week selected three seniors for special honors to be conferred at Commencement. Jo Ann Smith has been chosen to receive the Fonthbonne Alumnae Medal. Marjorie Vogt, honor student, has been chosen for Kappa Gamma Pi; and Nancy Haar, the highest ranking student in the class, for Delta Epsilon Sigma.

Nancy Haar, an English major is the daughter of Mrs. Marie Har. A graduate of Covington Academy, Nancy edited the yearbook this year. Nancy will graduate summa cum laude. Membership in Delta Epsilon Sigma is open to men who give promise of realizing the highest ideals of the Catholic philosophy of living. High scholastic rating alone will not secure admittance.

Marjorie Vogt, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Vogt, New Orleans, Louisiana, is seeking a B.S. in Biology. She is a graduate of Ursuline Academy of New Orleans. Marjorie is a member of the varsity team and will graduate summa cum laude this June. Changes for Fonthbonne are decided on the basis of character, scholarship, and leadership.

At an informal tea at St. Joseph's Academy, it be daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Smith of St. Louis. She is president of the Fonthbonne Student Association and will receive a B.S. in Chemistry. The Alumnae Medal is a honor conferred for the alumna on the girl selected by the faculty for her outstanding loyalty, service, and leadership in Fonthbonne.

Today Is The Day: The Ides of March For the Seniors

The Ides of March Today is the day when the seniors take their comprehensive examinations. Only four future greats are recited; they are the music major, whose recitation for graduation is a recital; the girls, Mrs. Ann Miller, were to receive a piano recital on March 4. On April 15, Margaret Brownfield will give a voice recital. And on May 6, the last program will be an organ recital, May 21, given by Mary Ann Foy.

Faculty Vote on New Divisional Organization of Curriculum

At the last faculty meeting, March 3, a new divisional plan for courses was voted on. This organization of departments to take effect in September, 1946, will have the following headings: Division of Theology; Philosophy; Division of Science, Theoretical mathematic; History; Chemistry; Physics; Practical: History; Political Science; Sociology, History, Economics; Division of Literate Arts; English, English, and Modern foreign Languages, Music, Speech and Drama; Division of Applied and Professional: Education, education, Family, Home economics, physical education.

Changes in this divisional set out will entail several changes. It will emphasize the new requirement of sixteen hours in theology for all students. It will eliminate the degree of bachelor of science: one degree, that of bachelor of arts will be conferred. It will require a twelve-hour foreign language, either classical or modern. It will change the present twelve-hour humanities program to the following: Six hours in world history, four hours in world literature, two hours in art appreciation, two hours in music appreciation.

The basic requirements will be the following: freshman English, 6 hours; mathematics, 2; biological sciences, 2; physical sciences, 2; world history, 6; world literature, 2; art appreciation, 2; music appreciation, 2; foreign languages, 12; philosophy, 12; theology, 16; economics, 2; speech, 2; physical education, 2 for four semesters.

Requirement

This new mathematics-sciences requirement is designed to encourage the objectives of a liberal education and will hold for students not majoring in a science or in one of the fields where more detailed and specific science requirements are needed.

Delegates to the Lindenwood College Student Political Conventions to be held April 18, 19, and 21, 1946. Forcing to make a mistake, the staff voted to print the party affiliations. The reader is invited to draw his own inferences. First row: James Bussmann, James Grimes, Virginia Glenn, Mary Lou Casey, Marilyn Pikes. Second row: Judith Anderson, Carol Keene, Nancy Broussard. (Continued on page 3, column 1)
S. Joedicke, J. Anderson Go To N.S.A. Meet

The First International Student Relations Seminar of the Missouri-Kansas City branch of the Student National Association will be held on Tuesday, March 3rd at 7:30 p.m. at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. The seminar will feature a panel discussion on "International Relations," with speakers from various countries. The seminar will include a presentation on "International Relations," with speakers from various countries. The seminar will include a presentation by an expert in the field, followed by a question and answer session.

Fontbonne Marks Pope's Birthday

Fontbonne marked the birthday of Pope John XXIII on Saturday, March 17th, with a special mass and a lecture by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University. The mass was celebrated by Father Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., professor of history at St. Louis University.

Royal Family Pleases Crowd

Fontbonne students and their friends were treated to a most enjoyable evening recently when the Friends of the Royal Family Club held its annual ball, "The Royal Family." The costume ball, under the direction of Miss Marguerite B. Flemming, gave a fantastic and very spectacular portrayal of the various historical royal families of the Commonwealth.

In addition to the main theme, there were several other activities. There was a talk by a member of the Royal Family, followed by a question-and-answer session. Fontbonne was host at the first preliminary meeting in November at which members from the dramatic club of Webster, Maryville, and St. Louis University were present. Miss C. Knightley is now moderator of the club.

Mary Toenjes Gives Recital

Sunday evening, March 4, Mary Toenjes gave her senior piano recital. She played several representative works of various periods. She played the Beethoven, Mozart, and Schumann concertos, and the Chopin nocturne. Her performance was excellent. The program also included a number of modern compositions. The audience was enthusiastic. Toenjes, a senior student at Fontbonne University, is majoring in music.

CSMC Has Big Thermometer

The present from the second Leaside weekly collection for the missions amounted to $430, according to Fr. Lawrence Reilly, president of the CSMC. This amount was sent immediately to Rome in answer to Sister John Marie's letter to the students requesting help for the poor in Italy. At the end of the drive, during Holy Week, the following will benefit from the proceeds: (1) the Japanese Mission to be opened in the spring of 1956 in the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet; (2) the St. Francis Workers' Mission in Italy; (3) the Anti-Tuberculosis Mission in Missouri; (4) the medical work of the Propagation of the Faith in the United States; and (5) the students of Fontbonne College.

To keep a record of the response from our students, the thermometer is posted in Ryan Hall. On it is indicated the amount of money collected so far.

Fontbonne Has Ten Volunteer Service Workers

Several students have volunteered their services to local civic organizations and institutions in the St. Louis area. Mary Grady, Afghanistan, is working for the St. Louis County Health Department, and Betty Lamb and Jo Ann Petry are electrical aids at the Volunteer Film Association. At Cerver House, Mary Bierman, a community worker, Peggy Lenz, and Roberta Tompkins are all occupational therapists. Peggy Lenz is of the Louis Lake Diet Clinic, Patriccia, who also works in the electrical and patient therapy areas at the Paul Hospital, and Dorothy is at the Hospital of Fontbonne.

Dr. Van Taay Is Senate Candidate

Dr. William Van Taay, director of economics and sociology at Fontbonne, was a candidate for the Republican nomination for United States Senator last February 14. The candidate has been active in Republican political affairs for many years.

New Magazine Appears

Windsor, a magazine now published nationally, is definitely a journal containing knowledge for all Americans. It is an excellent good magazine for college students with regard to reference.

Faculty Attend Seminar, Talks

Convention fever was quite evident on the Fontbonne campus during the month of March and April. Along with the anticipation of political events, there were a number of interesting seminars and educational meetings.

Convening on Kansas City, on March 16 will be a regional convention of the National Catholic Educational Association. The convention will be held at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. The convention will be held at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. The convention will be held at the University of Missouri-Kansas City.

The cast of the Royal Family, Feb. 29, included the following members: Thomas J. O'Brien, S.J., president of the faculty, Margaret Quigley, Roberta Tompkins, Sister Marie, Lee Stiehler, Richard Blair, Lee J. Stiefel, Eugene McGahon, William Barger, Miss C. Knightley, and the student leaders of the Footlighters Club.
Students Invited To Convention

St. Charles, Mo. (Spalding) - Fontbonne College is among about 70 colleges and universities that have indicated an interest in sending delegates to a national convention to be held April 31 at Lindenwood College here.

Keynotes for the conventions was announced today by Dr. F. L. Smith, Lindenwood president. They are U.S. Senator Thomas Francis Johnson of Missouri, Democrat, and ex-Gov. Daniel Thompson of Indiana, Republican.

The two party conventions will be held simultaneously but separately in the Lindenwood campus, except that delegates to both conventions will share the two keynote speeches. In each convention delegates will work with a party platform and nominate candidates for president and vice-president. At the conventions held at Lindenwood in the spring of 1936, delegates chose President Eisenhower and Governor Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson.

Contest Going On For Silver

Need and Durham's "Third Class Opinion Competition" will continue throughout the remainder of the world for the remainder of the month. The awards for first place will be $100; second place, $50; third place, $25; fourth place, $10.

To enter the contest, the only requirement is that the words used are not copyrighted.

Mary Carol will be the winner who can be named as the "Most Beautiful Student." At the end of the month, the winner will be selected, and the prize will be given to the most beautiful student at the college.

Jubilee Magazine Explains New Holy Week Rites

All Four of the Four Holy Week ceremonies will be explained in the Spring Jubilee magazine. It will be released in April and will be the first time that all four ceremonies have been explained in one edition.

Dads Date Daughters At Annual Affair

Fontbonne's "invited" guests and their lavender ladies enjoyed a memorable evening at the annual Father-Daughter Ball held at the Gotesse Hotel, March 9. The mothers went to the dance for the discus.

Evelyn Janis, C.S.B., gave an interesting speech about the many benefits of father and daughter. She concludes:

"An important day, "School Days," was given by members of the various classes. Student in the art class were: Betty Ann Keen, Susan Moyer, Norma Thomas, and Marjorie D'Orme. The highlight of the evening was the singing of the "class songs," composed especially for the affair. Everyone enjoyed the dancing to Carl Brown's Orchestra.

Sisters Marian, Karen Patrice Make First Vows

Two former Fontbonne students will participate in the ceremony of profession at St. Joseph's Motherhouse, Ceruliant, Monday, March 13, in the presence of St. Joseph. They are Sister Marian, the former Patricia Gallagher of 50, and Sister Karen Patrice, the former Mary Elizabeth McCallum of 28, who will pronounce the first vows.

Her Excellency, Most Reverend Auxiliary Bishop Joseph E. Ritter of St. Louis, will pronounce the vows as usual at the ceremony. Twenty-five nuns will make their first profession, and twenty-six postulants will receive the habit.

Foundation Head Suggests Plans For College Aid

MIDDLETOWN, PA. (UPI) - Dr. Charles L. Horn, president of the Otis Foundation, has suggested that colleges should charge more for the fresher and sophomore years to discourage students who just "come along for a free ride." Dr. Horn, speaking on "A Layman Looks at the College," made the suggestion in the view of the large percentage of students who drop out of college at the end of the freshman and sophomore years.

Because a college has to pay a large share of each student's education in addition to what he actually pays, Dr. Horn believes this will help keep college budgets out of the red as well as discouraging students who have no intention of completing college.

Before asking contributions from more colleges, colleges should look realistically at this matter, Dr. Horn advised. He also had a suggestion for college alumni. They should be asked to pay back a portion of what the college has spent on them, he declared.

"If we were to run a college," he said, "we would be asked each freshman to pledge to pay $100 at the college to be paid over ten years. That would be put into an endowment fund, the interest of which would go to pay for other students who would want to come and get an education. It would not be a great deal more. I suppose that the school would be asked to add a stipulation that not every person who goes to college should have it, and that every young man or woman who goes to college must institutionalism somewhere besides good education.
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One of the Sessions, held at right: Charles Shaffer, Joan Bethmann, Yvonne Eberle, Betty Lamb, Corinne Bodeen, Marilyn Price of Indiana. O. University, Bloomington, at the LUNA, March 5.25.

IRC Delegates Laud Conference

The Convention of the Intercollegiate Relations Clubs proved to be a wonderful opportunity for members to gain first-hand information about foreign affairs. Each delegate was assigned a foreign student who was well versed in the policies of his country. Topics discussed were: (1) including human rights in the United Nations Charter, (2) including a definition of aggression in the Charter, (3) the self-determination for Cyprus, (4) the non-self-governing territories, and (5) the food reserves.

The convention, which was held at Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind., on March 1 to 4, was attended by Jay Fiscare, Eleanor Bowers, Catherine Humphries, Carol Bandelli, Elizabeth Lamb, Mary Price, Yvonne Eberle, Jo Ann Pettry, Mary Jane Kiefer, and Joan Bethmann.

Among the comments voiced by the returning students were: Ignatius for the effective way in which the Little Lights United Nations group conducted the sessions, a new appreciation for parliamentary procedure under the Robert's Rules, and a general consensus of opinion that the Indiana University campus was one of the most exciting ever seen by any of the travelers. To quote the poet laureate, "Renee" S. Lambert, of the Foundation Delegation, "All in all, we had a ball."
saga meeting

The egg, the coffee pot, and why the fuse blew out

While sitting on the living room floor, the coffee pot, suddenly hot, hit me on the head. I knew what I could write for my article. I would write about the living room floor being hot in the coffee pot.

As I was wondering if this topic would make a good political issue, I sensed that someone was watching me. So I was in the middle of my story when the fuse blew out. I had to explain to my mother what had happened.

We decided to put the fuse out of it. It was too hot. I blew out the fuse. I took a bottle of coffee and I had to put it in the coffee pot. I decided to put the fuse out of it. It was too hot. I blew out the fuse.

Of course, our friends didn't like the fuse. I think we eventually got it. It wasn't just to just tie a rope around it. I had little improvement in getting to put the fuse out of it. I could find that would be working in the living room.

I had to explain to my mother what had happened.

J. B. READER GETS SECOND INTERVIEW FROM INSTRUCTORS

The following is the interview with the new students.

Upon meeting the students, the following is the interview with the new students.

A student was interviewed in the reading room, near the window. The student was asked about her experiences in the reading room, and the nature of the reading material she was currently studying.

Afterward, the student was asked about her current studies, her interests, and her future plans. The student expressed interest in literature and history, and mentioned that she was currently working on a project related to the works of Jane Austen.

The interview was concluded with a brief discussion about the challenges and rewards of studying in a large university setting.

Tobias the Termite

The following statement is excerpted from a psychological treatise written by Tobias N. Termite. Tobias Termite is an alumnus of the University of California, Berkeley, and is currently working on a book on the psychology of termite behavior.

"In the world of the termite, there are several factors that can influence their behavior. One of these factors is the environment in which they live. Termite colonies are complex social units, and the behavior of individual termites is influenced by the needs and goals of the colony as a whole.

Termite colonies are led by a queen, who lays eggs that will eventually hatch into soldiers and workers. The soldiers defend the colony, while the workers care for the queen and other members of the colony. The queen's role is to ensure the survival of the colony through reproduction.

In this context, the termite's behavior is not just an individual act, but rather a coordinated effort to ensure the survival of the colony. Therefore, the termite's behavior is influenced by the needs and goals of the colony as a whole.

Tobias N. Termite

Nan Sees

Gay Talese's "The Fixer" tells the story of a gay man who is a private investigator in New York City. The novel explores themes of identity, love, and the struggle to find a place in society.

The Fixer, set in the 1960s, follows the life of a gay private investigator named Jack. Jack is a talented and wealthy man who uses his skills to help others. However, his life is filled with secrets and lies, and he struggles to find a place in society.

The novel explores themes of identity, love, and the struggle to find a place in society. The Fixer is a powerful and poignant story that resonates with readers today. Gay Talese's writing is lyrical and evocative, and the novel is a testament to the resilience and strength of the human spirit.